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Soprano

From the blue hills the sunshine

Alto

From the blue hills, the blue hills the sunshine

Tenor

From the blue hills, from the

Bass

From the blue hills, from the

Rit.

was fading away.

the sunshine was fading away.

shine was fading away.

blue hills the sunshine was fading away.

a tempo
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And the evening star twinkled a-
And the evening star twinkled A-
And the evening star twinkled A-
And the evening star

far in the sky.

the evening star twinkled in the sky.

far, twinkled in the sky.
twinkled A-far in the sky.
A sleep in moonlight

A sleep, a-sleep, a-sleep in The blue waters

A sleep, a-sleep in moonlight And my spirit

waf-tered In softness a-way.

waf-tered a-way, my spirit waf-tered a-way.